We are pleased to inform you of the results of the Cadbury Stimulus and Poverty Alleviation Prize Award program held on 15th of May, 2015. We try to reach you again, on this same address once more, as our previous notification to your returned undelivered. This is part of our bi-annual international promotions program "Cadbury Stimulus and Poverty Alleviation Prize Award". Due to mix up of names and addresses, undelivered mails were released for final notification on the 15th June, 2015.

Your name attached to: Ticket No: 1DW-175 Batch No: 0112/2015 Ref No: NS-9913-SDL-EGP4

Draw the lucky numbers: 34-45-98-31-09

This consequently won the grant and award in the 2nd category; this is to give you a brief explanation of how you emerged a winner in the Cadbury Stimulus and Poverty Alleviation Prize Award 2015 grant and award promotional draws. The second category draws of the Cadbury Stimulus and Poverty Alleviation Prize Award 2015 grant and promotional draws, is a promotion whereby participants do not have to buy tickets to formally enter into the draws. The aim of the program is to enhance business development through the sales of Spanish Goods worldwide, about 7,000,00 International names and Addresses of people who have been patronizing Spanish goods worldwide were selected through the data obtained from the chambers of commerce and industry of countries and traveling agencies. The draws are held randomly using a computer ballot system selection method and your name entered into the draws consequently emerged as one of the twenty five lucky winners in the 2nd category.

You have been approved for a payout of $1,500,000.00 (One Million, Five Hundred Thousand United State Dollar(s)).

This is from a total cash prize of $26,800,000.00 (Twenty six million, eight hundred thousand United State Dollar(s)) shared among the twenty five International winners in different categories. Your winning prize is now deposited with a reliable bank here in Madrid Spain and insured under your name and Claim File No: NS-9913-SDL-EGP4. To begin your claim, please contact your claims agent: DR. DAVID BLANCO. Foreign Operation Manager, ORCHARD HILLS SECURITY & FINANCE S.A. Tel: +34-657-442-726; Fax: +34-935-504-027 Email: orchardhill-sec@europe.com

For processing and remittance of your winning prize, Remember all prize winning must be claimed not later than 15th July, 2015. After this date, all funds will be returned as unclaimed to the Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda. Subsequently late entry attracts, a late entry fee. You are expected to be in our Madrid Spain office to sign your winning processing certificate or you may pay for one of our delivery options.

NOTE: In order to avoid unnecessary delay please remember to quote your reference and batch numbers in every of your correspondence with your agent. Furthermore, should there be any change of address, do inform your claims agent as soon as possible. An original copy of your prize Winning Certificate will be sent to you after you have claimed your winnings. Enclosed with this letter is your payment processing form that you should complete and return by fax to +34-935-504-027 to your agent with ORCHARD HILLS SPAIN. They are entitled to 5% percent of your winning fund of $1,500,000.00 but it will only be paid to them after you have received your winning payment. He will direct you further on the administrative and handling charge which you will have to fulfill to enable the bank to process your winning payment. Congratulations once again from members and staff of our organization, and thank you for being a part of our International promotion program. We wish you continued good fortunes.

Geraldo Rivera Franklin

PROGRAM DIRECTOR